DESIRE' DUBOUNET
THE FAMOUS TV AND MOVIE STAR OF HUNGARY

There were two very good stories of Hungarian History that Desi chose to make full length movies of to preserve the history

1. Captain Tenkes and the Illuminati of 1776
2. Ver a Vizben - the story of the 1956 Russian Revolution + the Blood in the Water Polo Match
There were two very good stories of Hungarian History that Desi chose to make full length movies of to preserve the history. First there was the story of Captain Tenkes who was the Hungarian Robin Hood of 1776. Since the Illuminati was started nearby in Vienna in 1776, and since currently the word Illuminati has such emotional intensity. So it seemed apropos to make this story. Desire’ has tried to capture the Hungarian philosophy of life.

Desire' Dubounet makes the true story movie of the 1956 Hungarian Revolution-Ver a Vizben(Blood in the Water). Joining Desire' is Antal Emre', the famous Hungarian newscaster who narrates the film. In early 1956 there are two things changing the world TV and Rock and Roll. Both are forbidden in Hungary by the Russians. Three families are involved with the conflict. The America ambassador, a pair of lesbian lovers, and members of the Hungarian water polo team. They all go the famous club Alibi where they encounter the Russians. There is destruction and massive death when the Russian return in October. But some months later in Melbourne Australia at the 1956 summer Olympics, the Hungarians and Russian will play against each other in Water Polo. There is more than just a game. The Russian use nails to cut the Hungarians. There is so much 'Blood in the Water' the game must be stopped. There was Blood in the Water and there was ‘Fire in the Hungarian Heart’ (‘Tuz a Szivben’) and the Hungarians win the match to take some small revenge for the deaths at home. No or at least very few, sporting events have ever had such political impact. The movie is on You Tube, Click on the pics to see.

And Desire’ has made over 5 Hungarian TV shows including DDT a take-off of Pamela Sue Anderson’s VIP. “Don’t Judge, Don’t Worry, Be Happy” a children’s show, and Natural Health for you.

Desire’, who led the night life of Budapest for years also made a major input on Hungarian movies and television.

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Hungarian%20is%20a%20strange%20language.pdf
The original Illuminati was started by Allen Wiesenthall in Vienna 1776. This is near to Hungary and at the time of Hungary's famous hero legend Captain Tenkes, The Robin Hood of Hungary. This movie is made in Hungarian to tell the story of the birth of the Illuminati and the story of Hungary's famous hero. The Illuminati was disbanded later or as some people think it has continued but underground. They believe that they have accumulated wealth and power and want to control the world.
Desiré has won several Film Festival awards without trying. Top Accolade award for "Truman" movie, People's Choice for "Story of...", top director twice, top film several times, best director and 8 S-Oscars.

The Movie Media has been afraid to let Desiré out of the box, or should I say closet. She has won several S-Oscars for her movies, many film festival awards, and much acclaim outside of Hollywood.

Desiré makes movies for seventh graders. Desiré makes movies for college graduates. Desiré makes a much more intellectual style of movies, a different touch, a style that small minds cannot understand, and small petty minds give incredible resistance to great spirits...
Desire' Dubounet makes the true story movie of the 1956 Hungarian Revolution-Ver a Vizben (Blood in the Water). Joining Desire' is Antal Emre', the famous Hungarian news caster who narrates the film. In early 1956 there are two things changing the world, TV and Rock and Roll. Both are forbidden in Hungary by the Russians. The Hungarians revolt and win their freedom. Three families are involved with the conflict. The America ambassador, a pair of lesbian lovers, and members of the Hungarian water polo team. They all go the famous club Alibi where they encounter the Russians.

The Hungarian freedom is short lived, and 7 days later the Russian return bringing devastation. There is destruction and massive death when the Russian return in October. Thousands of Hungarians will die.

But some months later in Melbourne Australia at the 1956 summer Olympics, the Hungarians and Russian will play against each other in Water Polo. There is more than just a game. The Russian use nails to cut the Hungarians. There is so much 'Blood in the Water' the game must be stopped. There was Blood in the Water and there was Fire in the Hungarian Heart ('Tuz a Szivben') and the Hungarians win the match to take some small revenge for the deaths at home. No, well at least very few, sporting events have ever had such political impact. The movie is on You Tube
Vér a Vizben (Blood In The Water)
The story of the 1956 Olympic water polo match between the Russians and Hungarians in Melbourne, Australia and the Revolution in Hungary which took place a few weeks earlier. The Hungarians were set free from Russia after a terrible massacre. The Hungarians declared a free press, a free society and then the end of a one party system. Then the Russians attacked and killed thousands. This is the story of four families and the effects of the revolution on them. The spirit of the Hungarians is challenged in the water polo match. The Russian cut the Hungarians and there is BLOOD IN THE WATER. But the Hungarians will not give up and they win the match.
ILLUMINATI 2

A science fiction movie about the conflict of the Lizard race and their battle with Desiré the Angel of God.
“The true story of Dr. Nelson’s great-great grandmother’s diary of the family’s wagon train trip from Kansas to Oregon in 1888, it is not a spaghetti western it is a Paprika western, the first fully Hungarian funded and produced western”
A NORMAL NIGHT AT THE ALIBI
Everything entered the Universe via a Singularity, thus all photons from the Big Bang share a twin commonality.

The Cosmic BG Microwave Radiation photons share all information. These photons tickle the free protons they encounter, thus there is scientific proof for a Collective Unconscious, a Universal Consciousness, the Mind of God...

There are truly powers of the mind and truly a Subspace Connectivity of all things in the Universe

**THE BIBLE SAYS THERE WILL BE 100.000.000 ANGELS AT THE END TO SAVE THE HUMANITY**

The Black Hole at the center of the Milky Way will align with the Sun on 20.12.2012, this will pull at the unbalanced Gravity of the Earth. It could produce a dramatic catastrophe.

If these 100,000,000 Angels can learn to use their power of mind together maybe they can avert the gravity catastrophe, but standing in our way is the Small Minded Scientists who do not have the power of mind to see the power of the mind...

The Angel has come to Save Humanity and lead us to 1,000 years of Peace, Prosperity and Harmony